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On September 13, 2019, the Writers'

Union of Armenia (WUA) held its regu-

lar meeting. Among other items on the

Agenda, the Union discussed awarding

the title of "Honorary Member" to Zaven

Khanjian, Executive Director/CEO of the

Armenian Missionary Association of

America (AMAA).  

Edward Militonyan, President of the

Union, presented Mr. Khanjian as an au-

thor, publicist, a Diaspora activist in the

spheres of education and church and a

great patriot. Mr. Militonyan said that he

had an opportunity to meet Mr. Khan-

jian, talk to him and read two of his

works: "Is this House Yours or Mine?"

and "Aleppo: First Station," and attend

the presentation of these two books in

Yerevan in June, 2019.

Mr. Militonyan noted that Mr. Khan-

jian's "Is this House Yours or Mine?"

summarizes the indelible impressions of

his Western Armenian pilgrimage. "It

represents Armenian history, literature,

architecture and a broader cultural map

in general," said Mr. Militonyan. "Zaven

has a vast field of knowledge, where

every stone and shrub, monastery, song

and poetry are wonderfully and thor-

oughly immersed in spiritual light and

touching emotion."

After questions and answers, the

Union members unanimously voted

Zaven Khanjian as an Honorary Member

of the WUA.

Mr. Militonyan was so impressed by

Mr. Khanjian's book, that he published

an excerpt entitled "Two Story House" in

the April 19 weekly edition of the WUA

official publication. In his Introduction

Mr. Militonyan writes: "I was very

touched by the story of Zaven’s forefa-

ther's house, that it inspired me to write

this poetic version. I have changed some

names. The story is rewritten through my

eyes. My ancestors also have left their

home in the Taron Valley. This is every-

one's story." (This article can be found at:

http://www.grakantert.am/archives/12

406).

AMAA Executive Director/CEO Zaven Khanjian
Awarded  Honorary Member Title by the Writers'

Union of Armenia

Armenian government
okays opening of
Embassy in Israel

The Armenian government gave a

green light to the opening of an Embassy

in Israel.

The opening of the Embassy is ex-

pected to contribute to the deepening of

bilateral ties, open up new perspectives

for developing relations in a number of

fields, expanding Armenia’s presence in

the Middle Eastern region.

The establishment of an embassy is

also aimed at preserving the centuries-

old Armenian presence, rich historical-

cultural heritage, and the Armenian

Apostolic Church in the country.

Presenting the issue at the govern-

ment sitting today, Foreign Minister

Zohrab Mnatsakanyan said “the need to

establish an embassy in Israel is condi-

tioned by the fact that Israel is an impor-

tant geopolitical player in the Middle

East, whose policy directly affects the re-

shaping and establishment of stability in

the region.”

The Minister noted that the contacts

between Israel and Armenia have very

active this year, which, he said, creates

serious grounds for the development of

further cooperation between the two

countries.

YEREVAN, SEPTEMBER 24, AR-

MENPRESS. Prime Minister of Armenia

Nikol Pashinyan expects Ilham Aliyev to

accept his concept of resolving Nagorno

Karabakh conflict, according to which

any solution must be acceptable for the

people of Armenia, people of Artsakh

and people of Azerbaijan, ARMEN-

PRESS reports Pashinyan said in an in-

terview with Araksya Karapetyan,

correspondent of Fox LA.

''We are ready to find solutions for the

peaceful settlement of Nagorno

Karabakh conflict. My message is that

any solution of Nagorno Karabakh con-

flict should be acceptable for the people

of Armenia, people of Artsakh and peo-

ple of Azerbaijan. And by the way, I am

the 1st Armenian leader who says that

the solution should be acceptable for

Azerbaijan. For that reason I was criti-

cized in Armenia but it is an important

step towards the peace process. And now

I expect Azerbaijani President Ilham

ALiyev to accept the same formula'',

Pashinyan said.

The Armenian PM noted that if his

Azerbaijani colleague accepts the men-

tion formula, they will be very close to

the peaceful settlement of the conflict.

Pashinyan refers to his concept of NK conflict
settlement

YEREVAN, SEPTEMBER 24, AR-

MENPRESS. President

of Armenia Armen

Sarkissian signed a de-

cree on awarding aca-

demician Yuri

Hovhannisyan with

the Order of St. Mes-

rop Mashtots, the

President’s Office told

Armenpress.

The renowned academician has been

awarded for the great

contribution and

achievements in the

development of sci-

ence.

The President

signed the respective

decree based on the

Prime Minister’s peti-

tion.

Armenian President awards Order of
St. Mesrop Mashtots to academician
Yuri Hovhannisyan

Two large mine fields
cleared by Armenian
de-miners in Syria

YEREVAN, SEPTEMBER 24, AR-

MENPRESS. Two large mine fields com-

prising an area of 90,000 square meters

near the Al Huseyna settlement in

Aleppo have been cleared by Armenian

de-miners.

An official ceremony took place on

September 24th where Ruben Arakelyan,

the head of the Armenian Center for Hu-

manitarian De-mining and Expertise,

handed over mission complete certifi-

cates to Mohamed Kumait Assi El

Sheikh, Member of the executive office in

Aleppo Governorate for Aleppo City

Council. The event was preceded by a

joint terrain inspection.

The certificates are certifying that the

number 1 and number 2 hazardous areas

are cleared and inspected, safe and fit for

use.

During the de-mining operation the

specialists discovered more than 50 ex-

plosive remnants of war from the area,

the team’s spokesperson Nazeli El-

bakyan reported from Syria.

The Syrian side expressed gratitude

to the Armenian side for the support and

noted that “this is a historic day which

once again reiterates the centuries-old

friendship between two peoples.”

Body of Azerbaijani
serviceman retrieved from
LoC

The body of the Azerbaijani service-

man has been taken out from the Art-

sakh-Azerbaijan Line of Contact with

support of the International Committee

of the Red Cross (ICRC), ICRC Artsakh

mission’s communications officer Eteri

Musayelyan has said.

“Yesterday at the request and agree-

ment of the parties the ICRC as a neutral

mediator participated in the operation of

retrieving the body of the deceased from

the line of contact,” Musayelyan has said.

US House Speaker
Pelosi launches formal
impeachment inquiry
against Trump

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
announced Tuesday that the House is

moving forward with an official
impeachment inquiry against US
President Donald Trump, saying,

'no one is above the law'

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi

launched a formal impeachment inquiry

against President Donald Trump on

Tuesday, acquiescing to mounting pres-

sure from fellow Democrats and plung-

ing a deeply divided nation into an

election year clash between Congress

and the commander in chief.

The probe centres on whether Trump

abused his presidential powers and

sought help from a foreign government

for his re-election. Pelosi said such ac-

tions would mark a "betrayal of his oath

of office" and declared: "No one is above

the law."

Pelosi's brief statement capped a fre-

netic stretch on Capitol Hill, as details of

a classified whistle-blower complaint

about Trump burst into the open and mo-

mentum shifted swiftly toward an im-

peachment probe. The charge was led by

several moderate Democratic lawmakers

from political swing districts, many of

them with national security backgrounds

and serving in Congress for the first time.

After more than two and one-half

years of sharp Democratic criticism of

Trump, the formal impeachment quest

sets up the party's most urgent and con-

sequential confrontation with a president

who thrives on combat   and injects deep

uncertainty in the 2020 White House

race. Trump has all but dared Democrats

to take this step, confident that the spec-

tre of impeachment led by the opposition

party would bolster his political support.

Trump, who was meeting with world

leaders at the United Nations, previewed

his defence in an all-caps tweet: "PRESI-

DENTIAL HARRASSMENT!"
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The Armenian Studies Program (ASP) at the Univer-

sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor began the academic year by

organizing and hosting a rare conference. A diverse

group of scholars all of whom had been trained at some

point in their careers by ASP came together not only to

present their ongoing scholarly work but also to cele-

brate the remarkable legacy of Louise Manoogian Si-

mone (1933-2019), former president of Armenian

General Benevolent Union (1989-2002) and the vision-

ary patron of ASP. The gathering took place on the

evening of Friday, September 13, in the 10th floor of

Weiser Hall, with its majestic view of Ann Arbor. 

The conference opened with “Reflections on Four

Decades of Armenian Studies at the University of Michi-

gan.” In her opening remarks, the current director of the

program Melanie Tanielian, Associate Professor of His-

tory, not only thanked the Manoogian family for their

lasting contribution to ASP but also shared data com-

piled with the help of Naira Tumanyan, ASP Program

Specialist that highlighted the program’s impressive ac-

complishments in the areas of scholarship and educa-

tion. The audience learned that since 2007 ASP has

hosted 27 post-doctoral, 5 pre-doctoral, and 10 visiting

fellows. It has organized some 160 public events since

2008, including 101 lectures, 23 workshops, 19 confer-

ences, symposia and colloquia, 7 performances and ex-

hibits, and 12 film screenings. Since 2002, ASP has

awarded a striking 99 fellowships and grants. The pro-

gram is built on the foundation of two endowed chairs,

The Alex Manoogian Chair in Modern Armenian His-

tory (1981) and the Marie Manoogian Chair in Armenian

Language and Literature (1987). With six current faculty

since 2008, the program has had 13 graduate students,

and 6 are currently enrolled. Since 2011 ASP faculty have

collectively taught a whopping 3411 undergraduate and

graduate students!

Following this glimpse into the history of ASP, its for-

mer directors joined Professor Tanielian on stage. Each

of them gave an overview of the work accomplished and

the directions and innovations undertaken during their

leadership. Kathryn Babayan, director from 2012 to 2019,

highlighted the new research directions taken by the

program, engaging with gender and sexuality, Mediter-

ranean studies, and most recently materiality studies.

Gerard Libaridian, director from 2007 to 2012, spoke of

his memories of Louise Manoogian Simone. He com-

mented on her informed, demanding, but non-interfer-

ing style of philanthropy, and the expansive vision with

which she led. Kevork Bardakjian, director from 1995 to

2007, drew attention to the important expansion of the

archival holdings of ASP from 1,000 to 18,000 books,

making it one of the major centers of Armenian Studies

research worldwide. Ronald Suny, the founder of the

program and director from 1981 to1995, began by shar-

ing his memories of working with key supporters of the

program, the Manoogian family in particular. He in-

sisted that the program would not have been possible

without the push and work of ‘the big three.’ He named

Alex Manoogian, Louise Manoogian’s father, Alice Hai-

dostian, and the Beirut-born and Detroit-based writer

and intellectual Edmond Y. Azadian. Dr. Suny empha-

sized Mr. Azadian’s paramount role in informing and

encouraging the Manoogians to create ASP. Suny play-

fully but accurately referred to Azadian, seated among

the audience, as Alex Manoogian’s ‘Minister of Culture’.

At the closing of the first evening, the audience realized

that with the five former and current directors of the pro-

gram sharing their insights and a large number of its re-

search cohort present, they had a window into the

history of not only ASP, but also of the university and

Michigan Armenian community.

Day 2, Saturday, September 14, was an intense and

eye-opening conference. The four panels were com-

prised of former ASP graduate students and postdoc-

toral fellows, who presented cutting-edge and

field-defining work. It started with a fresh look at two

generally well-studied periods through the lens of gen-

der and sexuality. A recent graduate of the program

Dzovinar Derderian’s presentation analyzed Armenak

Haikouni’s (1835-1866) polemical texts regulating mar-

riage and hygiene in the name of science and God

among Armenians for the sake of the reproductive

health of the Ottoman Empire. Associate Professor at the

University of Tennessee, Alison Vacca, examined the

practice of two elite marriages in the medieval Cauca-

sus comparing their accounts in Arabic, Armenian and

Georgian sources. Former ASP Director and Associate

Professor of Iranian History, Kathryn Babayan’s in-

sightful remarks highlighted the power dynamics in-

volved in regulating late-Ottoman Armenian

reproductive behavior or in fashioning brides as ex-

changeable goods in the medieval political imaginary of

the Caucasus.

The second discussion of the day was concerned

with Armenians’ relationship to language, poetry, and

literary culture. Murat Cankara, a faculty member at the

Social Sciences University of Ankara, spoke of his ongo-

ing research on the Armeno-Turkish literature, that is

Turkish language texts written in Armenian script.

Cankara’s analysis focused on the relationship of Ot-

toman Armenians to the Turkish language. ASP’s cur-

rent Language and Literature Lecturer Michael Pifer,

connected Konstantin Erznkatsi’s (13-14th centuries) Ar-

menian theological poems to a larger Anatolian practice

of spiritual instruction. Pifer used the image of the rose

and nightingale, which also appear in the well-known

Persian poet Rumi’s verse, and spoke of an Anatolian

poetic practice of the everyday that crossed religious tra-

ditions. 

From poetry and language, the discussion moved to

trace the history of Armenians and Kurds in Turkey.

Ohannes Kılıçdaı, a Research Affiliate at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, described the relations

between Kurds and Armenians in the Ottoman Empire.

Kılıçdaı concluded by arguing that today local Kurds

know and speak much more openly about the Armenian

Genocide than Turks. While at times mobilizing an econ-

omy of guilt and taking responsibility for the Genocide,

Kurds often insist that their ancestors were instrumen-

talized by the (post-)Ottoman-Turkish state. The current

Manoogian Professor of Modern Armenian History,

Hakem Al-Rustom, shared with the audience a chapter

of his forthcoming book. Based on anthropological re-

search that he conducted in post-Hrant Dink Turkey and

diaspora Armenian communities in Paris, Al-Rustom

found that in post-genocide Turkey Armenian survival

was “accidental and random,” some individuals having

slipped through the violent machine which destroyed

most of their compatriots and had no intention of spar-

ing those that survived. 

Christopher Sheklian, now the Director of the

Zohrab Information Center in New York, delved into the

theology of the Orthodox Armenian Church. He offered

a fresh look at Christology through the lens of theories of

anthropology and philosophy. The Richard Hovannisian

Endowed Chair in Modern Armenian History, Sebouh

Aslanian, interpreted the extensive archive of the Ar-

menian book production in print from 1512 to 1800. In-

spired by the Annales school of history, he stressed the

importance of confessionalism as well as the sustained

nature of the early modern print revolution involving

and shaping ports and port Armenians. Vahe Sahakyan,

a Research Scholar and Senior Information Resources

Specialist at the University of Michigan-Dearborn, de-

ployed theories from sociology and diaspora studies to

analyze institutional, discursive, and communal spaces

of difference in the United States, France, and Lebanon,

and the cultural objects signifying the presence and per-

manence of these diasporic spaces. 

The exhibition of the innovative and unconventional

work that has defined ASP over the past four decades

culminated in what was titled “Future Flashes.” The au-

dience was presented with a potpourri of 5-min-long

presentations by nine current students and postdoctoral

fellows of the program. The young scholars in a fast and

furious, back-to-back race presented their burgeoning

research ranging from Armenian medieval poetry, late

Ottoman language politics, the legacy of Vahé Oshagan,

oppressive heteronormativity in Ottoman

Empire/Turkey during World War I, conflict studies and

democracy, Kurdish and Armenian encounters in Van,

the medical discourse among Armenians, the afterlives

of the ruins of Van, and the acquisition of Western Ar-

menian as a heritage language. Throughout the two

days, the myriad ways in which ASP has not only pro-

duced and provided a home for forward-looking schol-

ars and exceptional scholarship but also forged a space

wherein community of intellectual exchange and sup-

port is practiced. 

Melanie Tanielian,
Director, Armenian Studies Program

Karen Jallatyan,
2019-2020 Manoogian Postdoctoral Fellow

From left to right: Ronald Suny, Melanie Tanielian, Kathryn Babayan, Gerard Libaridian, Kevork Bardakjian

Generations and Legacies: 
Louise Manoogian Simone’s Vision for Armenian Studies

Melanie Tanielian
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GLENDALE, Calif. – On September 12, 2019, the Tekeyan Cultural

Association Metro Los Angeles chapter joined forces with the Armen-

ian American Medical Society (AAMS) and the Armenian Autism Out-

reach Project (AAOP) to present an informative event called Autism

Awareness:  Diagnosis, Testing, Supportive Care and Resources. The

event was held at the Glendale Public Library. Parents, educators, staff

and community members attended this public event to learn about

autism, its development, challenges and the individuals and organiza-

tions that assist in supporting families with autism challenges. 

Autism is a lifelong complex neurodevelopment disorder, with bi-

ological roots thought to be present at birth, which continues through

adulthood. Autism can affect any child and family from any race, eth-

nic or socioeconomic group anywhere in the world. Research indicates

that early identification and interventions tailored to each child's

strengths and needs can result in significant positive outcomes for

many children with autism.  

Talene Hachikian served as master of ceremonies on behalf of the

Tekeyan Metro Los Angeles chapter, while Hasmig Karayan was the

chair of the Tekeyan organizing committee.

Keynote speakers included developmental-behavioral pediatrician

Dr. Tamar Chorbadjian. Dr. Chorbadjian serves as the director of the High Risk Infant

Follow-Up Clinic and Assistant Division Head of the Developmental Behavioral Pe-

diatrics at Kaiser Permanente Baldwin Park. Chorbadjian began the series of lectures

introducing and characterizing autism. Dr. Ani Khatchadourian, the next keynote

speaker, focused on describing some of the evaluations and testing applied in her

practice to diagnose Autism. Khatchadourian, a neuropsychologist, is the founder

and clinical director of Dr. Ani and Associates in Pasadena, CA. Following Khatch-

adourian's presentation, Dr. Talin Babikian, board-certified clinical neuropsycholo-

gist and Associate Clinical Professor in the Division of Child and Adolescent

Psychiatry at UCLA and Associate Director of UCLA's BrainSPORT program, spoke

about co-morbidities associated with autism and highlighted some treatment and al-

ternative perspectives. The evening concluded with AAOP representative Dr. Sonia

Konialian-Aller. Konialian-Aller is a developmental psycholinguist and licensed

Speech-Language Pathologist practicing at Children's Hospital Los Angeles for over

30 years. Konialian-Aller presented behavioral modifications, treatment modalities

and resources for supporting autism.

The event was warmly accepted by the community and attendees had the oppor-

tunity to meet and greet members of the Armenian Autism Outreach Project and ob-

tain information regarding future events, support groups and contact information.

Attendees were also able to connect with the clinicians after the lecture presentation

and elaborate further with questions. The event marked an important need for Autism

awareness to be highlighted in our community and allow for understanding and con-

nection among individuals and families struggling with this daily challenge. Dr. Ko-

nialian-Aller remarked that the Tekeyan Cultural Association provided "a

comprehensive panel of excellent presenters, with excellent coverage of the impor-

tant pieces of information, from all angles.  There was so much good and helpful in-

formation; and the audience was so attentive."

Left to right: Talene Hachikian, Dr. Tamar Nazerian-Chorbadjian, Dr. Talin Babikian, Dr. Ani Khatchadourian,
Dr. Sonia Konialian-Aller and Hasmig Karayan.

Autism Awareness Event Organized by Tekeyan Metro LA Chapter in Glendale

“ZVARTNOTS” Cultural Committee of The Western
Diocese of the Armenian Church presents

Soprano Isabel Bayrakdarian & Friends:
A Musical Celebration of Gomidas 150 Featuring works by Armenian

composer, priest, ethnomusicologist, and researcher Gomidas Vartabed

Burbank, CA — “ZVARTNOTS” Cultural Committee will present a special event,

“Soprano Isabel Bayrakdarian & Friends: A Musical Celebration of Gomidas @150,”

featuring the works of Armenian composer, priest, ethnomusicologist, arranger, re-

searcher, and choirmaster Gomidas Vartabed on Saturday, November 10, 2019 at 6 pm

at St. Leon Armenian Cathedral (3325 N. Glenoaks Blvd., Burbank, CA). The program

will include performances by Grammy Award-nominated soprano Isabel Bayrakdar-

ian and musicians from Los Angeles, Fresno, and UC Santa Barbara, along with Anna

Hamre who will conduct the Fresno Coro Vox Aeterna.

In recognition of the UNESCO-commemorated 150th anniversary of the birth of

Gomidas Vartabed (1869-1935), who is considered the founder of the modern Ar-

menian classical school of music, the program will be an all-encompassing celebration

of the composer’s diverse works. With new arrangements that highlight his sacred

and secular works (arranged for choir and soprano), a collection of children’s songs

and prayers (arranged for flute, harp, and soprano), and folk songs (arranged for so-

prano and string quartet), the mission of the Lively Arts Foundation and Bayrakdar-

ian in presenting this concert will be to celebrate the universality of Gomidas’ music

and its ability to transcend and elevate the soul, bridge the past to the future in a quest

for inner self, and to inspire the heart and the mind of the listener.

Tickets are $35, $50 $100. Tickets are available for purchase by calling Western Dio-

cese at (818) 558-7474 ext. 0. 

REP. TJ COX APPLAUDS REP. JACKIE SPEIER FOR
RECEIVING ARMENIAN ASSEMBLY’S
DEUKMEJIAN AWARD

WASHINGTON, D.C. – In a letter to the Armenian Assembly of America (Assem-

bly), Rep. TJ Cox (D-CA) applauded Rep. Jackie Speier (D-CA) for receiving the Deuk-

mejian Award for Public Service, and expressed his appreciation to the Assembly’s

ongoing efforts to strengthen U.S.-Armenia relations.

“This is a well-deserved tribute to Congresswoman Speier for her commitment to

the pursuit of strong U.S.-Armenia relations. With over a decade of service in the House

of Representatives, Congresswoman Speier has remained committed to solidifying the

Republic of Armenia’s democracy and her leadership has been vital in developing

stronger ties between our two countries,” Rep. Cox told the Assembly.

Congresswoman Speier was honored for her exemplary work in the U.S. House of

Representatives, as well as her leadership, dedication, and passionate support of Ar-

menia and Artsakh. Armenian American leaders and activists throughout the United

States attended the Gala in Washington, D.C., which was part of the Armenian Assem-

bly of America's 2019 National Advocacy Conference.
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 (81 .)    

ÑõùÏÁÛáõÑéáÙ¿Ï
áÇßËñÑÇéçáõÃÇõáõÙ
áõ»óÙ¿ÏÏñÍÃ¿»õ
Ù»ïÉ»õÂáùÇû-2020-Ç»ñÏáõáõÕ»·Çñ

  - -
   
    9   -
    
(97 .)      -
 (63 .)     -
   
      -
    

    
   5     -
      -
     
      ,
    
     
     
     -
  ,    
1/16-      -
   4   
  ,     -
     
       -
       -
      , 
       
  

     
 (63 .),  
  -    -
   , 

   ,  -
     410
      -
  75     -
     
     
(77 .),   
    
     
     -
      -
 (82 .),   (87 .)
,     -
 (72 .)   ,   -
  (55 .)   
    
(67 .)      -
      
  

  ,     -
   (72 .)   -
 ,      -
   (72 .) 
     -
     

ËÙïÛÇËÏñ

•     -
    1,50,5
    , 
  , 
     1/8-
,    
        -
  -    -
      
  ,    -
    

.      
     -
   - 
       -


Üáñ úñ

15Ç·ßµÃÇ« 26 ê»åï»Ù»ñ 2019

ØñÏ Éáõñ»ñÁ ÏÁ ÑÙñ¿ª
ôºîÆê ´ÚØºÜ

ØñÏ Ï»ù

ÚÏáØÏñïã»Á`
ßËñÑÇã»ÙåÇá

   
  
     -
     -
    : 
  `
 : 89 .   -
     -
     -
  :    -
 167 . `  
  :   -
    
    
  375 . : 
      -


ûñÇÏÆëçÇßÏáõ»É¿
ÛëïÇåëù»ÃåáÉÇØ16
ÑõùÏÇ·ÉËõáñÙñÇã

   16   -
     :
2020-    C  -
   
16    
 :

    1970- :
1990-   -:  
   
 : 2007- 2009   «»  -
  , 2010-2015.  -
   : 2015- 
      -
   

     -
 ()    
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Üáñ úñ

16 Ç·ßµÃÇ« 26 ê»åï»Ù»ñ 2019

Û Ï»ù

ØºÜÚÜ Úàò ÎÂàÔÆÎàêÜ
ÀÜ¸àôÜºò ÈÆ´ÜÜÆ äîäÜàôÂºÜ ÜÊÆÜ

 20-  .
   
   
   -
   -
    
  -
    -
  : 

  
 
  
    -
  : 

  

,     -
  ,  
   -
    -
    -
,     
 - : 



áÏï»Ù»ñ12-Áª
ÛÙßÏáÛÃÇûñ
èáõÙÇáÛÙ¿ç

   -
 18- 
   12- 
« ,    -
 »,   
   


«    -
    -
    -
     -


  
 
     -
    -
     -
  »,–  


    
24-    -
  
 12-  «  -
   , 
  »

ÎÁëåëáõÇáñ
óÛÛïáõÙ»ñ
  

  
  
  
,    
  

    -
    -
 ,   -
  ,    -
  

 -  
    -
 ,   
,  -
 ,   -
, - 
   -
 : « -
»-   
  
     -
  
 :    -
,     - 
    -
   :

«   
  , 
     -
 :  
 -  -

  ,   
   : 
   ,  -
    
  »,– 


      
 ,   -
      -
  
«    -
 »,–   -
   - 
    :

«     -
: -   , 
  ,
  ,  
   :
     
»,– :

ØÜòÎÜºÜ.ÎºÜîàÜòÌ ºÜø ÂØö-
öÆÜºÜ Ü¸ÆäØÜ òÆ ìÚ

   
   -
 «-  -
  »  
   
   -
   
  
 «»   -
  
   -
    -
 `    -
 190-  3-  1-
    -
  ,  `
    -
      -
    
( ) : 

øÇÙÁïáÕáí...

    
  
    -
, 2018-  
 
 

     
   -
     -
    -
   
  
   -
      -
    
   -
 

 ,  24-
    -
    -
    -
   .
  
   -
   -  -
   -
    -


  23-  
  
    -
    -
   
  
    
    
   -
   


   
    
 ,
   
   -
    
 5-

    
  , 
   ,  -
    
   18-
   
      -
   
    -
 ,    -
    

    -
    -
    
     -
 «»   -
     « -
   -
   -
      
    -
»  

     -
   
  21-   -
      -
     -
,   
   
     -
   
    -
  
 ,   

êº¸Î èàôêîØºÜÆÜ
ØºÔ¸Üø 

èæ¸àôºÈ öàÔºÆ

ÈàôòØÜ Ø

ØÜòÎÜºÜ ìºêîîÌ 

ÚêîÜÆ ØúîºòàôØÜºÀ ØØºîÆàìÆ

ºî Ü¸ÆäàôØÆÜ ÀÜÂòøÆÜ

    
  
 ,   -
 ,  
    
  
 ,
 23-  
    -
    -
   
 

     -
    -
   
     -
  

 ,    -
  ,  -
  
    -
   -
     -
     -
    
  ,   -
     -
    -
     -
 

   
      -
      -
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